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Trunk

Pull

To close the trunk, press down on
the trunk lid.

TRUNK RELEASE LEVER

You can open the trunk in either of
the following ways:
Pull up on the trunk release lever
located to the left of the driver’s
seat.
Press and hold the trunk release
button on the remote transmitter.

MASTER
KEY

Lock the trunk release lever with
your master key to prevent someone
from opening the trunk. If they need
to lock/unlock the doors or drive
your vehicle, give them your valet
key.
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See page 158 for cargo loading and
weight limit information. Keep the
trunk lid closed at all times while
driving to avoid damaging the lid,
and to prevent exhaust gas from
getting into the interior. See Carbon
Monoxide Hazard on page 49 .
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Trunk, Armrest
Emergency Trunk Opener

To open the trunk, push the release
lever to the left.

Armrest

RELEASE LEVER

For more information about child
safety, see page 35 .

As a safety feature, your vehicle has
a release lever on the trunk latch so
the trunk can be opened from the
inside.
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To use the console lid as an armrest,
slide it to the desired position.
Make sure the passenger’s hands or
fingers are away from the armrest
before moving it.
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Seat Heaters, Seats
Seat Heaters

After the seat reaches a comfortable
temperature, select LO by pushing
the back of the switch. This will keep
the seat warm.

Adjusting the Driver’s Seat

In HI, the heater turns off when the
seat gets warm, and turns back on
after the seat temperature drops.

The controls for the adjustable
driver’s power seat are on the
outside edge of the seat bottom. You
can adjust the power seat with the
ignition switch in any position. Make
all seat adjustments before you start
driving.

Both front seats are equipped with
seat heaters. The driver’s seat has
heaters in both the seat-back and
seat cushion, but because of the
sensors for the side airbag system,
there is no heater in the passenger’s
seat-back. The ignition switch must
be in the ON (II) position to use the
heaters.

Follow these precautions whenever
you use the seat heaters:
Use the HI setting only to heat the
seats quickly, because it draws
large amounts of current from the
battery.

Moving the long horizontal switch
adjusts the seat bottom in several
directions. The seat bottom adjusts
in the direction you move the switch.
The short vertical switch adjusts the
seat back angle.

If the engine is left idling for an
extended period, do not use the
seat heaters even on the LO
setting. It can weaken the battery,
causing hard starting.
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In LO, the heater runs continuously.
It does not cycle with temperature
changes.

See pages 13 − 15 for important safety
information and warnings about how to
properly position seats and seat-backs.
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Seats
Driver’s Lumbar Support

Adjusting the Passenger’s Seat

To change the lumbar support, move
the lever on the right side of the
seat-back forward or backward.
Keep moving the lever forward or
backward until you find a suitable
position.

To adjust the seat forward and
backward, pull up on the lever under
the right side of the seat cushion’s
front edge. Move the seat to the
desired position and release the lever.
Try to move the seat to make sure it
is locked in position.

Moves the seat
forward and backward.
Moves the front of the
seat up or down and
the rear of the seat up
or down.
Raises or lowers the
seat.
Adjusts the seat-back
angle forward or
backward.
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Seats
Head Restraints

They are most effective when you
adjust them so the back of the
occupant’s head rests against the
center of the restraint.

RELEASE BUTTON

To change the seat-back angle, pull
up on the lever on the outside of the
seat bottom.

See page 15 for important safety
information and a warning about how to
properly position the head restraints.

Your vehicle is equipped with head
restraints in all seating positions to
help protect you and your
passengers from whiplash and other
injuries.
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The front and rear head restraints
adjust for height. You need both
hands to adjust the restraint. Do not
attempt to adjust it while driving. To
raise it, pull upward. To lower the
restraint, push the release button
and push the restraint down.
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Mirrors
Adjusting the Power Mirrors

4. When you finish, turn the
adjustment knob to the center
(off) position. This turns off the
adjustment knob to keep your
setting.

TAB

ADJUSTMENT KNOB

Keep the inside and outside mirrors
clean and adjusted for best visibility.
Be sure to adjust the mirrors before
you start driving.
The inside mirror has day and night
positions. The night position reduces
glare from headlights behind you.
Flip the tab on the bottom edge of
the mirror to select the day or night
position.
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3. Push or pull the adjustment knob
right, left, up, or down to move the
mirror.

1. Turn the ignition switch to the ON
(II) position.
2. Turn the adjustment knob to L
(driver’s side) or R (passenger’s
side).
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Mirrors, Power Windows
Power Mirror Heaters

Power Windows

HEATED MIRROR BUTTON

Closing a power window on
someone’s hands or fingers can
cause serious injury.

DRIVER’S WINDOW
SWITCH

The outside mirrors are heated to
remove fog and frost. With the
ignition switch in the ON (II)
position, turn on the heaters by
pressing the button. The indicator in
the button comes on as a reminder.
Press the button again to turn the
heaters off.

MAIN SWITCH

Turn the ignition switch to the ON
(II) position to raise or lower any
window. To open the window, push
the switch down and hold it. Release
the switch when you want to stop the
window. Pull back on the switch and
hold it to close the window.

AUTO − To open the driver’s
window, push the window switch
firmly down, then release it. To stop
the window from going all the way
down, pull back on the window
switch briefly.
To close the driver’s window fully,
pull back the window switch firmly,
then release it. To stop the window
from going all the way up, push
down on the window switch briefly.
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Make sure your passengers are
away from the windows before
closing them.

